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Abstract 

A single crystal study of hydrazine sulfate and deuterium-substituted hydrazine sulfate utilizing 
both polarized Raman and FT-IR reflectance spectroscopy is reported. External optic modes of the 
sulfate ion have been distinguished from those of the hydrazinium ion for the first time. Reflectance 
spectroscopy allowed the identification of the v 3 modes of the sulfate ion in a spectral region 
containing the N H bending and deformation modes of the hydrazinium ion. The spectroscopic 
data indicate a very slight degree of interionic coupling between the sulfate and hydrazinium ions. 
Transverse optic modes derived from the reflectance spectra correspond quile well to the frequen- 
cies observed in the Raman spectra. 

1. Introduct ion 

Proton conductors have been the subject of recent extensive research due to their 
potential applications in fuel cells, electrochromic displays and hydrogen sensors [1]. One 
well-studied example is hydrazine sulfate, N2H6SO 4 (HzSO4), which can be easily 
prepared in the form of large, stable crystals. The ionic conductivity of  hydrazine sulfate, 
also known as hydrazinium sulfate, has been measured by several groups [2-5]. Chandra 
and Singh [4] determined the bulk conductivity of  a pressed pellet to be 
9.33 × 10 ~ s cm 1 at 302 K, while Reddy et al. [2] measured the conductivity of  single 
crystals. The latter paper reported the conductivity to be anisotropic with the highest 
value along the crystallographic c axis. This paper also reported a coulometric experi- 
ment in which the gas evolved at the cathode was analyzed and found to be hydrogen, 
supporting the claim that the conductivity of  hydrazine sulfate is due to the movement  
of  protons. 

The room temperature structure of  hydrazine sulfate has been determined utilizing 
both X-ray and neutron diffraction techniques [6-8]. Hydrazine sulfate crystallizes in the 
orthorhombic space group P212121(D 4) with Z = 4  and cell dimensions a=8 .232 ,  
b=9 .145 ,  and c = 5 . 3 5 3 A  [8]. The hydrazinium ions (N2H ~ ) are in a staggered 
configuration with the hydrogen bonding around each - N H ~  group being distinctly 
different. The N - N  bonds of  the hydrazinium ion are situated along the crystallographic 
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a axis. Hydrogen atoms belonging to one of the nitrogen atoms are each involved in a 
single hydrogen bond, while the hydrogen atoms attached to the second nitrogen atom 
are involved in bifurcated and trifurcated hydrogen bonds [7]. The shortest hydrogen 
bond distances involve the hydrogen atoms that exhibit only one hydrogen bond. The 
geometry of the sulfate ion shows a departure from a regular tetrahedron [7]. 

Proton NMR studies of the N2H62+ ionic motion have determined that at room 
temperature both of the NH3 ~ groups are undergoing reorientation [9-12]. This 
information, along with coulometric studies, has led Chandra's group [3,5] to propose 
that proton transport in hydrazine sulfate involves the reorientation of an - N H ~  group 
coupled with a proton "hopping" or tunneling to an adjacent ion. Chandra et al. have 
also argued that this mechanism is supported by IR studies [3]. 

Several groups have reported vibrational spectroscopic studies of hydrazine sulfate 
[13-17]. None of these studies distinguishes between the hydrazinium and sulfate (SO 2 ~) 
ion motions in the external optical modes or between the v 3 SO42 and NzH26 + bending 
and deformation motions in the internal optic mode region. The only published report 
concerning the effect of deuterium substitution in hydrazine sulfate is the powder Raman 
and IR work by Varma and Rao [17] which is concerned with selected - N H ~  stretches 
and deformations, as well as the N-N  stretch and IR-active torsional mode. Therefore, 
this paper reports the first vibrational data of a single crystal of deuterated hydrazine 
sulfate (DzSO4) measured with conventional Raman spectroscopic techniques as well as 
F T - I R  reflectance and transmission methods. 

2. Experimental 

Hydrazine sulfate crystals were obtained from recrystallization of reagent grade 
powder (E.M. Science 99.0%). The deuterated compound was obtained by successive 
recrystallizations of  hydrazine sulfate in 99%+ D20 by slow evaporation under a 
constant flow of  dry nitrogen gas. 

Polarized Raman spectra were collected on a PC-controlled laser Raman spectrophoto- 
meter based on a 0.85 Czerny-Turner  double monochromator  at a spectral bandpass of 
1.5 cm ' using a conventional 90 ° scattering geometry. Excitation was provided by the 
488.0 nm line of an argon ion laser with an output of 300 roW. These spectra were 
obtained using crystals cut into a parallelepiped whose axes correspond to the crystallo- 
graphic axes. The orientation of the crystal was verified by X-ray diffraction. It should be 
noted that all spectra were recorded with the convention that the crystallographic axes a, 
b and c correspond to the x, y and z symmetry axes. Reported Raman frequencies are 
accurate to about 1 cm ~. The orientation of the deuterium-substituted crystal may be 
slightly misaligned due to its smaller size and thinner morphology. The effects of such a 
misalignment are considered in the discussion section. 

IR spectra were obtained using a BIO-RAD FTS 40 bench equipped with a UMA 
300A IR microscope accessory. Transmission spectra samples were prepared as KBr 
pellets. The polarized reflectivity data were taken with the samples oriented under the 
microscope using a gold wire polarizer as an analyzer. Comparison of the b axis spectra 
taken parallel to both the a and c axes ensured proper alignment of the crystals. All IR 
spectra were collected with a resolution of 2 cm-  ~. 

Gervais and Piriou pointed out that the resonance frequencies of the transverse optical 
(TO) and longitudinal optical (LO) modes correspond to the highest slope points at the 
low and high frequency edges of the reflection band [18]. Since such points can be 
obtained from a first derivative spectrum, the GRAMS/386 data analysis program by 
Galactic Industries Corporation was utilized to find the first derivatives and hence the 
TO frequencies of several modes in the reflectivity data. The program determined the first 
derivatives using the method developed by Savitzky and Golay [19], TO mode frequen- 
cies are provided in parentheses in the discussion section and tables. 
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3. Vibrational analysis 

As mentioned previously, several papers concerning the vibrational analysis of hy- 
drazine sulfate have been published, including the correlation diagram for the N2H26 + 
and SO] internal optic modes [17]. Therefore, the number of expected bands and the 
symmetry of each component will be summarized here. Table 1 [20] summarizes the 
internal optical modes of the hydrazinium ion. This table demonstrates, as pointed out 
by Caville [14], that each n-fold degenerate normal vibrational mode of an ion in H z S O  4 

yields 4n modes in the crystal. The irreducible representations of the modes originating 
in the sulfate ion Vl symmetric stretching motion are given by F(v~,SO 2 ) =  
A + B~ + B2 + B~. The irreducible representations for vz sulfate are given by F(vz, SO]-)  
= 2 A + 2 B ~ + 2 B 2 + 2 B 3  and those for v3 and v 4 by F(v 3,SO] )=F(v4 ,  SO42 ) =  
3A + 3Bl + 3B2 + 3B~. The A component is visible in the X(ZZ)Y scattering geometry, 
while B~, B~ and B3 are visible in the X(YX)Y, X(ZX)Y and X(YZ)Y polarizations, 
respectively. All modes are Raman active and all but the A modes are IR active. 
Translational and rotational motions of both ions transform according to the irreducible 
representations F(rotational) = F(translational) = 3A + 3B~ + 3B2 + 3B3. The room tem- 
perature spectra are much simpler than predicted by the symmetry-based vibrational 
analysis just given, possibly due to a lack of interionic coupling as has been noted by 
Guay et al. [13] and Varma et al. [17]. 

4. Results and discussion 

4.1. E.vternal modes 

The htttice modes of hydrazinium sulfate have been listed by Guay et al. [13], Caville 
[15] as well as Ramachandran and Aruldhas [16]. Table 2 and Fig. 1 display the results 
of the polarized Raman study of the external modes in both a normal and deuterium 
substituted hydrazine sulfate crystal. The single crystal frequencies of hydrazine sulfate 
measured in this study correspond quite well to the earlier study by Guay et al. [13]. The 
SOl external modes were easily distinguished from those of the hydrazinium ions by 
their lack of frequency shift upon deuteration. The intense bands occurring at 58 and 
83 cm ~ in the X(ZZ)Y polarizations (see Fig. 1) are assigned to the sulfate ion external 
modes of A symmetry. Their presence in other scattering geometries is due to leakage 
from imperfect alignment of the crystal. The band at approximately 105 cm -1 is 
strongest in the X(YZ)Y polarization and is a B 3 component of an SO ] -  external mode 
(Fig. 1), while the 123 cm -1 band of the X(YX)Y polarization has been labeled as a Bj 
sulfate ion external mode. 

One B: component of a hydrazinium ion external mode is clearly visible around 
212 cm ~ in the X(ZX)Y polarization. Upon deuteration this mode shifts to 192 cm " 
with a vi~. v~ ratio of 0.90, which is close to the value of 0.92 expected for a translatory 
mode [mass (N2H{+)/mass ( N z D 2 + ) ]  1'2. The B3 components of the hydrazinium ion are 
observed around 148 and ~ 2 5 9 c m  -~. Both modes exhibit a VD/VH shift ratio of 0.95 

Table I 
Vibrational analysis of  the hydrazinium ion (N2H6 +) 

Description Herzberg Point group Factor  group 
assignments [20] D3a D2 

v:, ,~ v~ A~g A + B  I + B  2 + B ~  
Torsion v 4 Alu A + Bi + B2 + B3 
vr'., H vl, v 5, v7, vii I Aig + A2u + E u + E~ 6A + 6B I + 6B 2 + 6B 3 
p(N2H~,~ ) v 2, %, v 8, vlt Aig + A2u + Eu + Eg 6A + 6B 1 + 6B 2 + 6B s 
~5 (N2 H~, + ) v 9, vt2 EL, + Eg 4A + 4B I + 4B 2 + 4B 3 
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Table 2 
Polarized Raman spectral frequencies (cm ~) of hydrazinium sulfate 

Assignment X(ZZ) Y X(ZX)Y X(YX)Y X(YZ)Y 
lattice modes 

H D H D H D H D 

SO ] 58s 58s 58w 58s 58w 58vw 
SO 2-  83s 83s 84w 83m 84w 83w 84m 83sh 
S O l -  99 
SO ] -  105 105m 106m 108 105 
SO 2 123m 120sh 
N ,H 2+ 148wb 138wb 146w 139b 148 140 
N2H62+ 212b 192b 212s 192m 207b 191b 
Nell6 + 246wb 243b 253b 
N2H62+ 259b 248b 
v2SO ~ 445 445 466sh 445 446 466 445 446 
Combination a 458 
v2SO ~ - 464 467 462sh 466 464 467 466 464 
N2H6 + Torsion 532vwb 
v4SO42 613 611 617 616 618 614 613 612 
v4SO ] -  632sh 629sh 
v4SO42- 637 628 636 640 636 635 641 640 
NH~ rocking 887vw 

v~ SO42 - 969vs 965vs 969m 965m 969m 966m 969s 966s 

p(N2H6 +) 1005msh 
p(N2H62 +) 1026sh 

Combination ~ 1044wb 1045rob 

v(N-N) 105Is 978s 1057 1053m 979m 1052m 978m 
p(N2H~ +) 1075sh 785w 1071m 769wb 
p(NzH62+) 1093m 
p (N2H62+) 1118m 825wb ~ 
p (N2H62+) 1149m 825wb ~ 1142m 

v3SO42- 1171 1174m 
v 3 SO42- 1223vwb 1206sh 1208wsh 
v~SO42- 1251vwb 

p (N2H~ +) 1336w 1340w 1340w 1343m 
6(N2H62+) 1490sh 1502sh 1493m 1060wb a 1509m 
6(N2H6 +) 1550 1153b* 1549 1126 1546m 1060vb" 1549m 1122m 
6(N2H 2+) 1613m 1153b* 1641 1161 1606m 1200vb 1603s 1154m 

a Discussed in the text. H, frequencies of non-deuterated sample; D, frequencies of deuterated sample; s, 
strong; m, medium; w, weak; b, broad; sh, shoulder; v, very. 

upon deuteration. The X(YX)Y polarization contains an extremely broad band centered 
around 207 cm-~ with a slight shoulder at approximately 243 cm i. Upon deuteration 
the shoulder does not shift as much as the center of the band, making it more 
pronounced. Slight mixing of  sulfate and hydrazinium ion motion is the most probable 
cause of an observed deuterium frequency shift less than the expected 0.92 in the 
243 cm-~ band of HzSO4. 

Two final points concerning the spectra of  the external modes need to be addressed. 
There is an unusually large number of bands in the X(ZX)Y polarization of the D z S O  4 

crystal possibly originating in a slight misalignment. Such a misalignment could result in 
the 140 and 248cm -1 bands of the X(YZ)Y polarization leaking into the X(ZX)Y 
polarized spectra. Likewise, the apparent increase in the intensity of the 58 cm-  ~ band 
and the reduction in the intensity of  the 123 cm -t  band in the X(YX)Y spectrum could 
result from a slight misalignment of  the deuterated crystal. A band in the X(ZX)Y 
polarization appears at 105 cm -1 upon deuteration while the HzSO4 crystal exhibits a 
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band at 99cm - j  As previously noted, this scattering geometry appears to contain 
significant leakage from the X(YZ)Y polarization, thus the 105 cm - t  band of the 
X(YZ)Y polarization may have leaked into the X(ZX)Y spectra masking the 99 c m -  
band. The 105 cm -~ band in the X(ZX)Y polarization contains a broad shoulder 
extending down to the 83 c m -  ~ band, making it impossible to tell if the 99 c m -  ~ band 
shifts upon deuteration. 

4.2. v 2 and v4SO~ internal optic modes 

The v 2 and v 4 spectra of  the SO42- ions in H z S O  4 resemble those published by Guay et 
al. [13], Caville [15], and to a certain extent those by Ramachandran et al. [16] and 
Varma et al. [17]. It should be noted that only the first three studies report single crystal 
data. Guay et al. [13] utilized the same crystal orientation as in this investigation, 
therefore most comparisons will be made with their results. A few differences exist 
between the spectra of  this investigation and that of  Guay et al. [13]. Guay et al. reported 
a weak band at 466 cm ~ in their X(ZX)Y room temperature spectrum, whereas our 
spectrum reveals a band at 458 cm - I  with shoulders at 462 and 446cm -~. Caville [15] 
reported a band at 457 cm l with a shoulder at 463 cm-~ in the Z(XZ)X polarization, 
which is assigned as a B2 LO mode. The vibrational analysis, discussed previously, 

.ffi 

X(ZZ)Y 

U 

,J\ 

X(YZ)Y 

I I I I i 
200 150 100 50 

Wavenumbers (cm") 

Fig. 1. Polarized single crystal Raman spectra of the external modes of N2H6SO 4 (H) and 
NeD6SO 4 (D). 
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indicates that two v2SO42- modes should be visible in each polarization. With the 
exception of  the X(ZX)Y polarization those components occur around 445 and 464 c m -  t 

(see Table 2). Since the 458 cm i band disappears upon deuteration, it is likely a 
combination mode involving a considerable amount  of  a lower frequency hydrazinium 
ion motion. It should be noted that Guay et al. [13] did observe a band occurring at 
453 cm ~ in their powder Raman  spectra taken at - 180°C, well below a reported phase 
transition. Although group theory predicts three modes for each symmetry species of  the 
v4 sulfate ion motion, generally these are not observed. Most polarizations contain only 
two bands, one around 613 cm 1 and another at approximately 637 cm 1. The exception 
to this pattern is the Bt components. In the X(YX)Y polarization where the B~ modes are 
allowed, bands occur at 618 and 636 c m -  1 with a shoulder at 632 c m -  1. Again, Guay et 
al. [13] reported a band at 627 cm -1 in their low temperature spectra. 

Deuteration of hydrazine sulfate produces slight shifts in some of the sulfate ion 
intramolecular mode frequencies (see Table 2). In the X(ZZ)Y polarization, the 464 cm 
mode of v2SO 2- shifts to 467 cm -~ while the 445 cm ~ band remains at the same 
frequency. The 637 c m - I  band of v4SO42- in the same polarization shifts down to 
628cm i, while the 613cm ~ band exhibits a slight shift down to 611cm 1. In the 
X(ZX)Y polarization the v4SO42- mode at 636cm -~ shifts to 640cm ~ while the 
617cm -1 band remains unchanged (see Table 2). Only slight shifts, on the order of  
1 2 cm ~, were detected in the X(YZ)Y polarization while shifts of 3 4 cm t were 
recorded in the X(YZ)Y polarization. It should be mentioned that changes of  1 - 2 cm 
in band positions lie within the estimated experimental uncertainty due to the calibration 
and resolution of the spectrometer. However, in the X(ZZ)Y polarization the 445 cm i 
band was observed at the same frequency in both the deuterated and non-deuterated 
samples, suggesting that the shift of  the 613 cm i mode of v4SO42 and that of  the 
464 cm i mode of v2SO42 are indeed real. Shifting of the v 2 and v4 sulfate ion modes 
upon deuteration may result from a hydrogen bonding interaction between the hy- 
drazinium ion and the sulfate ion. Alternatively these shifts might be attributed to a 
change in the site potential upon deuteration. 

The transmission FT- IR study of hydrazine sulfate revealed bands at 464 cm ~ in the 
v 2S042 spectral region and 613 cm i with a shoulder around 637 c m - I  for the v4SO z-  
region. This agrees quite well with the results of  Guay et al. [13] and Varma et al. [17]. 
Upon deuteration the v2 mode shifts to 467 cm 1 while the 637 cm ~ shoulder of the v4 
mode shifts to 635 cm ~ (see Table 3). 

4.3. v I S 0 4  internal optic mode 

The Vl symmetric stretching mode of the sulfate ion is visible at 969cm -1 in all 
polarizations of  the single crystal Raman  study (see Table 2 and Fig. 2). This is in 
excellent agreement with the previously mentioned studies [13,15-17]. As expected, the 
peak is most intense in the X(ZZ)Y polarization. Upon  deuteration this mode shifts to 
965 cm i in all polarizations, again probably signaling the effects of  hydrogen bonding 
interactions. 

The v lSO]-  mode is most intense when viewed along the a axis (B 3 component)  in the 
polarized reflectivity spectra. The reflectivity maxima occurs around 973 cm-~ (970 cm-1)  
and does not shift upon deuteration (see Table 4 and Fig. 3). The weaker B2 component  
occurs at 969 cm -1 (966 cm 1) in the reflectivity and does not shift upon deuteration. 
However, the TO mode of the Bl component  appears to shift from 969 to 966 c m -  ~ upon 
deuteration. The transmission FT- IR band for v~SO42- occurs at 965 cm ~ and is 
unaffected by deuteration (see Table 3). 

It is a bit puzzling that the small shift of  the v 1 sulfate ion modes upon deuteration is 
only observed in the Raman  spectra. The fact that this shift is seen in four separate 
polarization measurements of the D z S O  4 crystal indicates that this observation is indeed 
real. Sample preparation may explain why the vl sulfate ion shift was not observed in the 
powder IR spectra. Since the KBr pellet contains microcrystals of N 2 H 6 S O  4 oriented in 
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Table 3 
IR spectral frequencies (cm i) of hydrazinium sulfate 

2551 

Assignment Transmission FT-IR 
H Shift ratio D 

veSO ] 464 
N2H{ ~ tors ional  513 

v4SO 4 613 
vaSO.] 637sh 

viSO4 965 

P-~ )l 1014 

o.~ )i 1035 

v N ,~ 1056 

P-, H 1147 
6~ )~ 1521 

P'~ H 
6N H 1558 
6~ ~ 1617 

I . D ?  
I .D/ '  

Overtone/combination" 1859 

Over tone , ' combina t ion  ~' 2115 

~'~, ~l 2603 

VN )i 280& 
v~ )t 2935~' 

~'~. H 2993~ 
v.~ . 3083 

I.D. 
I.D. 

I.D. 

0.77 
0.77 

0.72 
0.72 

0.73 

0.76 
0.75 

0.75 

467 

613 

635sh 
965 

823 
796sh 

823 

1095 

1039 

1175 

i417 
1521 

1973 
2114 

2322 

2633 

2708 
3067 

" Discussed in the text. H, hydrazine sulfate; D, deuterated analog; I.D. incomplete deuteration; sh, shoulder. 

all possible directions, the IR transmission spectrum is a composite of all the IR active 
modes, making it difficult to observe small frequency shifts. Although the polarized 
FT-IR reflection spectra were obtained from single crystals, the reflection bands are 
broad and the TO modes are determined from the first derivative of these broad bands. 
Thus it is hard to accurately determine small frequency changes in the TO modes 
obtained from reflection spectra. Therefore it seems that polarized Raman spectral 
measurements of oriented single crystals is the most sensitive technique, in this instance, 
for determining slight shifts in the band frequencies of  the sulfate ion. 

Finally, it should be noted that Raman and IR spectroscopic investigations of 
deuterium substitution in LiN2HsSO4 [21] and (NH4)2N2H6(SO4) 2 [22] did not reveal 
similar behavior of the v~SO ] ion modes. However, the hydrogen bonding environments 
of these three compounds are very different. 

4.4. N - N  stretch 

Most studies, with the exception of Ramachandran et al. [16], assign the band 
occurring around 1050 cm -j to the N - N  stretch of the N2H62+ ion. Our deuteration 
study supports this conclusion (see Table 2). The N - N  stretch occurs around 1053 cm 
in the X(YX)Y polarization of the Raman spectra (see Fig. 2) and shifts to 979 cm 
upon deuteration. This is close to the expected 0.92 ratio, obtained from [mass (N2H2+)/ 
mass (N2D6+)] L'2, and in agreement with the findings of Varma and Rao's powder study 
[17]. The 0.92 shift is the upper limit expected for the N - N  stretch, the lower limit being 
no shift in the unphysical case where the nitrogen atoms vibrate in an environment of 
fixed hydrogen atoms. The observed shift reveals the significant contribution of the 
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hydrogen atoms to the N-N stretching motion. Similar results were obtained from 
measurements in other scattering geometries (see Table 2 and Fig. 2). 

The polarized reflectivity spectra reveal much the same information (see Table 4 and 
Fig. 3). A small shoulder on the 1069 cm-~ band in the a axis reflectivity spectrum of the 
deuterated crystal yields a TO frequency of 1049 cm-~. This corresponds to the N-N 
stretching frequency in the undeuterated crystal and probably results from incomplete 
deuteration. It is only observed in a reflectivity measurement polarized along the a axis 
because the N-N bond is almost parallel to this axis. The N-N stretch appears at 
1056 cm ~ in the FT-IR transmission spectra of H z S O  4. This band could not be found 
after deuteration. 

4.5. v3SO ~- internal optic modes 

The most complicated spectral region of hydrazine sulfate extends from approximately 
1000 cm -t to about 1650 cm -~. This region contains the v3SO42- vibrations, the N2 H2+ 
deformations and the N2H~ ÷ bending modes. Consequently, the unambiguous identifica- 
tion of the v3SO 2 modes is complicated by the overlap with the hydrazinium ion 
deformations. Utilizing the strong intensity of the v3SO42- modes in the IR reflection 
spectra, our investigation has resulted in the positive identification of a number of these 

I I i  

o m  

xfYx)Y 

o j 

x(Yz)Y A 

I I 
10~50 1000 950 

Wavenumbers (cm "t) 

Fig. 2. Polarized single crystal Raman spectra of the v ISO~- ion and N-N stretching modes in 
N2H6SO 4 (H) and N2D6SO n (D). 
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Table 4 
Reflectance spectral frequencies (cm-~) of hydrazinium sulfate 

2553 

a axis b axis c axis 

H D H D H D 

v, SO] 973 (970) 974 (970) 968 (966) 
p(N2H~, + ) 1029 (1023) 
v~ ~ 1051 (1049) 980sh (981) 1053 (1050) 

1051 (1049) " 
p ( N 2 H ~  + ) 
p ( N 2 H ~  ' ~ ) 
p ( N 2  H~, ) 

~,~ SO~ 

p(N2H~ ) 

c) (N2 H~, ~ ) 
,5(N2H ~ ~ ) 

969(966) 

1092(1082) 805 (786) 
1102 (1087) 804 (799) 1103 (1097) 805 (796) 
1173(1163) 832(823) 835(?) 

1141(1128) " 
1069(1061) ~ 1063(1050)" 

1008(1004) a 

1215(1185) 1200(1181) 1249(1238) 1248(1236) 1215(1209) 

1345" ~ 1455 ~ ~ 1340 ~ 

1553 1228(1220) 1562 1166(1156) ~ 1580 
1597 1166(1156) ~ 
1640 1166(1156) ~' 1621 

971 (969) 970(966) 

1050 (1046) 980sh (982) 

1075(1066) 
1120(1113) 808(799) 
1181 (1151) 839(832) 

1095(1065)" 

1221(1209) 

1138(1121) ~ 

1138(1121) 2 

" Frequencies are discussed in the text. sh, shoulder; H, frequencies of non-deuterated sample; D. frequencies 
of deuterated sample. Transverse optical modes are in parentheses. 

modes. From the vibrational analysis, up to three bands are expected in each polarization 
of  the IR reflectance and Raman spectra. However, as Tables 2 and 4 demonstrate, three 
bands are generally not observed. 

The polarized IR reflectance spectrum along the b axis reveals an extremely intense 
band with a maximum around 1249cm -z (with a corresponding TO mode around 
1238 cm ~) in HzSO4. As expected, this band is unaffected by deuteration (see Table 4 
and Fig. 31. A less intense band exhibiting similar behavior has a maximum around 
1215cm ~ (TO mode at 1185 cm -~) in the polarized a axis spectrum. The reflectivity 
maximum of this band is visible as a shoulder around 1200 cm -~ in D z S O 4 ,  but the TO 
mode remains fairly constant at 1181cm -t  The B~ component of v3SO42 has a 
reflectivity maximum at 1215cm ~ (TO mode of 1209cm -~) in the non-deuterated 
hydrazine sulfate sample. The maximum of this band shifts slightly upon deuteration 
with the frequency of the TO remaining constant (see Table 4). 

Similar but much weaker bands were identified in the Raman spectra (see Table 2). 
The low intensity of these bands coupled with the shifting of the hydrazinium ion 
bending and deformation modes after deuteration prohibited the identification of  the v3 
sulfate modes in some polarizations. However the X(ZZ)Y polarization of  H z S O  4 as well 
as the X(ZX)Y and X(YZ)Y polarizations of the deuterated crystal contain bands that 
correspond well with the TO modes of the reflectivity data (see Tables 2 and 4). 

These results indicate that the v3SO42- ion motions occur in the frequency range 
of 1170--1250cm t. Although other authors have assigned Raman bands around 
1170 cm ~ as a v 3 motion of  the sulfate ion [13,15], none have extended this range to the 
1200 1250 cm ~ region. Ramachandran and Aruldhas report bands in this vicinity but 
ascribe them to S - O - H  in-plane bending motions [16]. Two publications report a v~SO] 
band around l l50cm t in the transmission IR spectra [13,17]. Our transmission 
spectrum contains a band at 1147 cm ~ but it appears to shift with deuteration and will 
be discussed in a following section. Bands occurring around 1040cm -~ in the IR 
spectrum and 1050 cm ~ in the Raman spectrum have been assigned as v3SO42- motions 
by Ramachandran and Aruldhas [16]. As discussed earlier, we have assigned the 
1050cm ~ Raman mode as the N - N  stretch, in agreement with several other groups 
[13,15,17]. 
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4.6. N2H~ ÷ deformations and bending modes 

The vibrational analysis predicts that deformations, p, of the N2H{ + ion will exhibit 
six bands in each polarization of the vibrational spectrum, while the bending modes, 6, 
should be responsible for four bands (see Table 1). Fig. 4 demonstrates that one can 
easily distinguish between the low frequency deformations (1100-1350 cm 1 region) and 
the higher frequency bending motions (1490-1640 cm i region). 

Frequencies of the Raman active deformation and bending modes are summarized in 
Table 2. Figs. 2 and 4 display the spectra of the X(YZ)Y and X(YX)Y polarizations. The 
A components occur at 1005, 1093 and 1336 cm -I ,  with B 3 components being identified 
around 1142 and 1343 c m "  in H z S O  4. Deformation bands are visible at 1026 cm t and 
1340 cm ~ in the X(ZX)Y polarization of the non-deuterated sample. The mode occur- 
ring around 1340 cm-"  is also visible in the X(YZ)Y polarization of hydrazine sulfate. 
No bands corresponding to these modes could be identified in the spectrum of the 
deuterated sample, probably due to their very low intensity. A further complication is 
that the high frequency deformations shift to around 970 cm -  ~ upon deuteration, placing 
them near the intense vlSO 2 and deuterated N N stretching bands making the 
deformations impossible to identify. However, the positions of the 1075, 1118 and 
1149cm -~ modes in H z S O  4 w e r e  identified after deuteration. The 1075cm ~ band, 
visible in the Z(ZX)Y and X(YX)Y polarizations, is present around 790cm ~ in the 

It 

t . .  

".~ 

E [ to b axis, B 2 modes 

D ~ / / f / ~  E [ [ to a axis, B 3 modes 

I I I I 
1400 1200 1000 800 

Wavenumbers {cm ~) 
Fig. 3. Polarized single crystal infrared reflectivity spectra of N2H6SO 4 (1-1) and N2D6SO 4 (D). 
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Fig. 4. Polarized single crystal Raman spectra of the hydrazinium ion deformations (p) and 
bending (~5) modes in N:H6SO 4 (H) and N:D(,SO a (D). 

deuterated sample (see Table 2). Similarly, the 1149 cm ~ mode present in the X(YX)Y 
polarization o f  hydrazine sulfate is observed around 825 cm ~ in the deuterated sample. 
The 1118 cm ~ band  of  this same polarization appears to contribute to the intensity o f  
either the band at 796cm l or  825cm ~. 

Hydraz in ium ion deformat ion modes were easier to identify in the reflectivity spectra. 
Deformat ion  bands were identified a round  1029 and 1103 cm ~ with a shoulder at 
-~ 1092 cm ~ in the B2 polarized reflectivity spectrum of  HzSO4 (see Fig. 3 and Table 4). 
The first derivatives o f  these bands yielded TO modes at 1023, 1082 and 1097 cm 
respectively. U p o n  deuterat ion the 1029 cm -~ (1023 cm ~) band disappears; however the 
expected shift is below the frequency limit of  the window material used in our  microscope 
accessory. The 1103 cm l (1097 cm l) band with a shoulder at 1092 cm l (1082 cm 1) 
appears to be responsible for the band around 805cm ~ (TO modes o f  796 and 
7 8 6 c m  l) in the deuterated spectrum. Deformat ion bands were visible a round  
1075cm ~ (TO frequency of  1066cm -~) and as shoulders a round l l 2 0 c m  -~ 
(1113 cm - ~) and 1181 cm-- 1 (1151 cm ~) along the c axis o f  the hydrazine sulfate crystal. 
It should be noted that  the 1120 cm ~ (1113 cm t) shoulder is very difficult to detect but  
gives a sharp inflection point  in the derivative. Upon  deuteration, these modes shift to 
a round  8 0 8 c m  - j  (799cm -~) for the l l 2 0 c m  -~ ( l l l 3 c m  ~) shoulder and 839cm 
(832 cm - l )  for the 1181 cm - ~ (1151 cm ~) shoulder. The expected shift o f  the 1075 c m -  

~ ( A ]  51 ;14- I  
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(1066 cm-J )  band puts it at the edge of the frequency detection limit of  the microscope 
and it could not be identified after deuteration. The N2H26 ÷ deformations are more 
intense in the B 3 (a  axis) polarization (see Fig. 3) with a mode being detected at 
l l 0 2 c m  ' (1087cm 1) and a shoulder at 1173cm -]  (1163cm - j )  in H z S O  4. Upon 
deuteration these modes were visible at 804 cm -J (799 cm -~) and ~832 cm ' (823 cm ~) 
respectively. 

IR transmission spectra of  hydrazine sulfate reveal deformation bands at 1014, 1035 
and 1147cm ~-~. The 1014 and 1035cm -~ bands appear to be responsible for the 
783 cm J band in D z S O 4 ,  which has a slight asymmetry around 796cm ~. The 
1147 cm--~ band, mentioned in the v3SO]- section, shifts upon deuteration resulting in a 
band at 823 cm ~ (see Table 3). 

Bending modes are visible in the Raman  spectra between 1490 and 1641 cm 
depending upon polarization (see Table 2 and Fig. 4). After deuterium substitution the 
bands appearing at 1613 and 1550cm -1 in the X(ZZ)Y polarization of H z S O  4 shift, 
resulting in a single band around 1153 cm -~. A band at 1549 cm -1 in both the X(ZX)Y 
and X(YZ)Y polarized spectra of  H z S O  4 shifts to approximately 1125 cm ~ after 
deuteration. The 1161 cm ~ band in the X(ZX)Y polarized spectrum of D z S O  4 arises 
from the 1641 cm l band in the non-deuterated sample. A band at 1603 cm ~ in the 
X(YZ)Y polarization of H z S O  4 results in a band at 1154 cm 1 upon deuteration and the 
1606 cm ' 1 band of the X(YX)Y polarization contributes to the very broad band visible 
around 1200 cm ~. In all spectra, except the X(YX)Y, the lower frequency bands were 
undetectable after deuteration. A very broad band visible around 1060 cm ~ in the 
deuterated spectrum of this polarization seems to arise from the 1493 and possibly the 
1546 cm ~ bands at  H z S O  4. 

The reflectivity spectra provide similar information with band maxima visible in the 
1550-1640cm ~ range in H z S O  4 (see Fig. 5 and Table 4). Due to the breadth of the 
bands in this region the TO modes could not be identified. The bending modes exhibit an 
extremely intense B3 component  around 1533 cm -1 in H z S O  4. This mode appears to 
result in the reflection band at 1228 cm i (1220 cm 1) in the D z S O  4 spectrum of the same 
polarization. One might argue that such an assignment corresponds to a less-than-ex- 
pected shift for a mode primarily consisting of hydrogen bending motion. However, due 
to the intensity of  this band in HzSO4 and the corresponding intensity of  the 1228 cm J 
band in the O z S O  4 spectra, no other assignment seems appropriate. Three bands were 
identified at 1562, 1597 and 1640 cm -1 in the polarized spectra of  the b axis of  H z S O  4. 

These modes appear to result in a single band visible around 1166 cm ~ (1156 cm ~) upon 
deuteration. B~ components at 1580 and 1621 c m - '  in the e axis spectrum of H z S O  4 s e e m  

to be responsible for the 1138 cm --1 (1121 c m - ' )  band in DzSO4. 
Several bands occur in the deuterated sample spectra that appear to have no corre- 

sponding H z S O  4 bands. For example, B3 component  bands are seen at 1069 and 
1141 cm ~ and B 2 component  bands at 1008 and 1063 cm -1 in the deuterated sample. 
The non-deuterated frequency range of  these bands is expected to be on the high 
frequency side of  the v3SO ] band, but as previously discussed, the intensity and shape 
of the v 3 sulfate reflectivity band prohibits the identification of any modes in this vicinity. 
It should be noted that the Raman  and FT- IR transmission spectra of  H z S O  4 contain 
bands in this region. 

The transmission FT- IR spectrum of this region in H z S O  4 reveals three bands at 1521, 
1558 and 1617 cm ~ (see Table 3). Upon deuteration, the 1521 cm -~ band shifts down 
to 1095 cm J with the 1617 cm - I  band shifting to 1175 cm -~. The overlapping of bands 
in the 960-1200 cm ~ region of the transmission spectra in D z S O  4 prohibited the 
identification of the shifted 1558 cm - l  band. There were also two broad and fairly weak 
bands visible at 1521 and 1417 cm - t  in the deuterium-substituted sample. The 1521 cm 
band is probably the result of incomplete deuteration. Likewise, the presence of the 
1417 cm - j  band may be the result of  incomplete deuteration of a band in the bending 
region of H z S O  4. The 1039 cm -~ mode of DzSO4 could result from the shift of  a band 
in the vicinity of  1417 cm -~. Such a mode in the HzSO4 spectra could be hidden by the 
intensity and breadth of  the 1521 cm -~ band. 
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4. 7. Other modes 

Several modes that are very weak and visible primarily in HzSO4 need to be addressed. 
There is an extremely weak mode in the X(ZZ)Y Raman spectrum of HzSO4 around 
887 cm -1. This mode was observed by Caville [15] at 884 cm ~ and Ramachandran et al. 
[16] between 882 and 910cm ~ depending upon the scattering geometry. Caville [15] 
assigned this mode to an NH3 rocking motion, while Ramachandran et al. [16] described 
it as an S - O  H stretching mode. Based on our studies of  hydrazinium systems [23] in 
which the bisulfate entity is non-existent, we are inclined to agree with Caville's 
assignment. Another weak mode of interest is the torsional mode visible at 513 cm ~ in 
the IR spectrum and as a very weak band at 532 cm ~ in the X(YX)Y polarized Raman 
spectrum of  HzSO4. The IR band has been extensively described by various authors 
[13,15,24]. Guay et al. [13] reported the Raman mode as occurring at 524cm l and 
assigned it as the N2H 2+ torsional motion. Caville [15] reported the band at 510 cm 
and left it unassigned. Ramachandran et al. [16] described a mode varying from 545 to 
556 cm ~, depending upon crystal orientation and polarization, with their assignment 
being an out-of-plane S - O - H  bending motion. Considering the results of  our previous 
investigation [23], in which no evidence for the presence of bisulfate in ammonium 
hydrazinium sulfate was found, we attribute the 532 cm - '  band to a Raman active 
component  of  the torsional mode. 

The 1800-2200cm ~ region of all recorded spectra contains several overtone or 
combination bands. In the Raman,  transmission 1R and b axis IR reflection spectra, 
these bands occur around 1850 and 2 1 0 0 c m  ~ (see Tables 3, 5 and 6). None of these 
modes could be identified after deuteration. The c axis reflection spectrum of HzSO4 
contains bands around 1986, 2150 and 2250cm ~. The low intensity of  the HzSO4 
bending modes in this polarization may allow the observation of a number of  overtone/ 
combination bands in this spectral region. Likewise, the large intensity of  the bending 
modes in the a axis polarization may prevent the overtone/combination bands from being 
identified in this orientation. 

The Raman spectra of  D z S O  4 contain a band at 1045 cm ~ in the X(ZX)Y and 
X(YZ)Y polarizations (see Table 2 and Fig. 4). None of the shifted deformation modes 
in the deuterated sample are predicted to be in this vicinity. This band appears as a broad 
band underlying the much sharper N N stretch in the X(YZ)Y polarized Raman spectra 
of  H z S O  4 (see Fig. 4). Thus, this mode appears to belong to the sulfate ion. However, 
according to our assignments, all normal sulfate ion modes have been identified. This 
mode could be a combination band; for example the v~ motion of the sulfate ion in 
combination with its external mode at 84 cm ~ yields a frequency close to 1045 cm 

Table 5 
Polarized Raman spectral frequencies (cm ~) of the N H stretching region of hydrazme sulfate 

X(ZZIY X(ZX)Y X(YX)Y X(YZ)Y 

H Ratio D H Ratio D H Ratio D H Ratio D 

3110 0.71 2200 3023 0.77 2337 3070 0.73 2250 3010 0.77 
2945 0.71 2100 

2860 0.74 2110 2830 0.73 2061 

2657 

222 

2796 0.75 

2593 0.75 1950 2614 2565 0.75 
2392 

2096 2110 2088 
1856 

2326 

2093 

1933 

1525 ~ 1510 ~ 
1417 '1 1402" 1375 ~' 1406" 

'~ Discussed in the text. H, frequencies of non-deuterated sample; D, frequencies of deuterated sample. 
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4.8. N - H  stretching 

The Raman N - H  and N - D  stretching frequencies are listed in Table 5. The non- 
deuterated hydrazine sulfate results resemble those discussed by Caville [15] and our 
deuterated results correspond to the deuterated powder results of Varma and Rao 
[17]. Differences in frequencies do occur, but this is most likely a result of the bands 
being extremely broad. 

Group theory predicts six bands for each polarization in the Raman and IR reflec- 
tivity spectra (see Table 1). Only three bands are observed in most spectra. In the 
Raman spectra the major bands occur around 2600, 2800 and 3050 cm-~ (see Table 
5). Upon deuteration these bands shift to around 2000, 2100 and 2250 cm t respec- 
tively. The three major bands in the IR transmission spectra of HzSO4 occur around 
2603, 2806 and 3083 cm -1 (see Table 3) and shift down to 1973, 2114 and 2322 cm 
upon deuteration. Shoulders were detected on the IR 3083 cm -~ band at approxi- 
mately 2993 and 2935 cm -~ but could not be identified after deuteration. 

The reflectivity data of HzSO4 provide the same three major bands at slightly 
higher frequencies of 2700, 2850 and 3200cm -~ (see Fig. 5). Additional bands were 
identified at 3025 cm -~ in the b axis polarization, 2931 cm ~ in the c axis polarization 

E I I to b axis ,  B 2 m o d e s  

D 

H 

, - -  ~ I 
3O00 250O 2OO0 1500 

W a v e n u m b e r s  (cm "l) 

Fig. 5. Polarized single crystal infrared reflectivity spectra of the N H stretching region in 
N2H6SO 4 (H) and N2D6SO 4 (D). 
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Table 6 
Reflectance spectral frequencies (cm ') of the N-H stretching region of hydrazine sulfate 

2559 

Assignment a axis b axis c axis 

H Ratio D H Ratio D H Ratio D 

Overtones 1870 1880 
and 1986 

combinations 2128 2070 
2150 
2250 

2736 0.83 2270 ~ 2679 0.74 1989 2707 0.74 

2875 0.79 2270 a 2845 0.76 2178" 2852 0.77 
3025 0.72 2178 ~ ~2931sh 0.75 

3226 0.73 2343 3220 0.74 2396 3192 0.74 

3313 

I'N } t  

VN } I 

I'N I I 

VN I I 

'~'N I I 

I.D. 
I.D. 
I.D. 
I.D. 
I.D. 

1993 
2187 ~ 

2187 a 

2365 

2705 2738 2755 
2844 2848 2858 

3025 

3232 3250 3217 

3309 

" Discussed in the text. H, frequencies of non-deuterated sample; D, frequencies of deuterated sample. I.D. 
frequencies resulting from incomplete deuteration. 

and at 3315 cm J along the a axis (see Table 6). As seen in Fig. 5 and Table 6 the 
major bands shift to approximately 1990, 2200 and 2375 cm --I in DzSO4. 

It is interesting to note frequency shifts upon deuteration which are less than 
either the maximum allowable for a pure hydrogen motion with a ratio of 0.707 or 
the ratio of 0.729 calculated from the reduced masses of N - N  and N - D .  As shown in 
Tables 2, 5 and 6, most of the bands in the stretching region shift with a ratio of 
approximately 0.75. These bands are factor group components, and as such reflect the 
underlying interionic interaction. We postulate that mixing of the sulfate and hy- 
drazinium ion motions through hydrogen bonding accounts for this less-than-expected 
shift. 

5. Summary and conclusions 

This investigation reveals that the sulfate ion external modes of hydrazine sulfate 
occur at lower frequencies than those of the hydrazinium ion. The sulfate ion bands 
are seen at approximately 58, 83, 105 and 123 cm- ' ,  while those for the hydrazinium 
ions are seen at 147, 210 and 2 4 4 c m - '  (see Table 2). Additionally, this study indi- 
cates that the v3 motions of the sulfate ion occur at higher frequencies than previously 
reported [13,15-17]. The data also show that the bending modes of the NzH62+ ion 
occur in the 1 5 0 0 - 1 6 5 0 c m - '  range and are thus distinguishable from the somewhat 
lower frequency deformations. The slight shifting of SO42- vibrational modes upon 
deuteration indicates a small degree of  interionic coupling. However, the separation of 
modes, along with the simpler than predicted spectra, implies that such interionic 
coupling is weak, in agreement with the findings of Guay et al. [13] and Varma et al. 
[17]. The results of this study do not provide direct evidence of the proton conduction 
process in H z S O  4. However, by comparing these results with those obtained through 
proton injection experiments, similar to those performed by Brown and Frech [25], 
new insight into the movement of  protons through H z S O  4 may be obtained. Finally, 
it is noteworthy that FT-IR reflectance spectroscopy is a valuable tool for the identifi- 
cation of  the v3SO 2- modes. 
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